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PR~RESSIW ~Q~SI~ON OF ~V~ ~ IN WSUAL

PA~ERN DI~~NAnON BY MO~YS112

J- H. D~~N, 111

Stdnfwd Um.versity School of Mediche

Szm-ry.—Three monkeys, on a self-shaping regimen, learned a 6+ vs

4– simultaneous visual pattern discrimination, The srirnti were projeered ran-
domly upon translucent ~els at 2 of 16 possible loearions for each ti, In
tabulating all ~nel presses during ~uisition, it is shown that deereased pref-
erence for non-illuminated (blank) panels is.attended by an increased preference
for both the positive ~d the negaave stimuli. Criterion-level preference ex-
clusively for the positive stimulus thus does nor -r until a markedly increased
preference for the negative stimulus is eliminati.

A rmnt study by Blehert (19&) showed ~ in a 5-dternauve VM & “
aimination task (the Ietter “W positive; the bra “L” “HU ‘W and ‘W
negative), responses to the 4 inmrrm pattern are e-ted in a progressive ~-
and mathematic~y predimble manner. me present qriment dirms this
finding and demonstrates, in addition, that this m~ of vid di=irninacion
learning by monkeys maybe dearly shown in a 2-alternative task providing that
data coUected during shaping prxedues are not ~ away ~ irr-t.

~OD
Three young adult rhesus monkeys (mm mukstti], naive in Iabotatory<ontrolled

visual discrimination tasks, were conditioned to diwrirninate a numeral “& (positive srim-
UIUS) from a numeral “4’ (negative stimulus). Mthossgh inexperienced in visd lesm-
ing tasks, each S had, during the 3 preeeding months, undergone auditory &rtitnarion

‘t,;,!
training (Dewson, 1966). This training involved an entirely se~ate testing apparatus

$.h

in which S pressed the appropriate one of two levers in res~nse to one of two auditory
!
‘,

signals presented via loudspeaker. #

The testing appartus used for the present visual disctilnation experiments has been
,L.
:.

dewrihed in detail elsewhere ( Pribram, et d., 1962). Briefly, Ss task was to press one of
16 translucent panels (pkced in a 4 x 4 array with a centdly-lmted food @p) which
was illuminated from behind by the positive stimulus and to avoid pressing the single
panel upon whid the negative stimulus was projected. Additionally, in the present m-
periment, Ss had to learn not to press any of the 14 non-illuminated psnek (“blanks”);
reinforcement, a ~nut, could be gained only through response to the positive stimulus.
Ss were essentially on a self-shaping regimen. Presses on either of the two illuminated
panels (&sides yielding peanut or no peanut, as appropriate) caused a 5-see. rime-out, at
the end of which the “6 and the “~ were reprojeeted at two randomly-progmrnsned
locations. Presses on blank psneb were rerorded but were not accompanied by any pro-
grammed contingencies. A press on either of the illuminated panels was counted as a
“trial.” When Ss had learned (with reasonable efficienq) to press the illutinad panels

‘Supported in part by NSF Grant GR3370 and performed during the author’s tenure on
N~ Research Greer Development Award K3-MH-1 7,362. The encouragement given
by Professor Karl H. Pribratn is gratefully acknowledged.
This experiment was conducted arcording to the APA statement of “Guiding principles for
the humane care and use of sni~sfl Deeembr 15, 1962.
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in preference to the non-illuminated ones, they were trained for 50 trials per day. Prior
to that time, they were run in sessions of approximately one hour’s duration, once per day,
The entire experiment for each S was conducted on consecutive days and was terminated
when S had achieved 4S correct responses out of 50 trials in 2 consecutive sessions.

Ss were individually housed and maintained ufi a daily die! of 8 to 12 standard size
Purina monkey chow pellets with access to water at all times. They were brought from
their home cages to the laboratory for training at the same time each day. Initially, they
were habituated to the testing apparatus and shaped to emit a press anywhere on the main
disp!ay panel; all experimenter-controlled shaping ceased at the event of the first recorded
panel press, and the monkey was on his own trom then until .i,t.,,”., =... --------

., !.--: -- -rfm?ma”ce ~c.
curred.

RESULTS

The data were evaluated in terms of total presses emitted per S over the en-

tire experiment and divided, for convenience, into 16 equal blocks. For each S,

presses on “blanks,” ‘<6s~’ and “4s” were tabulated and expressed as the per cent
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FIG. 1. Visual pattern discrimination
acquisition by 3 monkeys. Total num-
ber of panel presses for each S during
learning divided into 16 equal blocks
(abscissa ) and includes, for this and the
following figure, per cent presses per
block (ordinate) on: non-illuminated
panels (open circles), the panel illumi-
nated with the positive pattern (small
filled circles ), and the panel illuminated
with the negative pattern (large filled
circles ). Appearing on each graph is
Ss identification number and also the
total number of panel presses per block
for that S.
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of the total number of pre~es ernitt~ within ~Ch bl~k. Toti prms for m&
S during acquisition of the di~tination areas foUows: Subja 262:832 presses
(16 blocks of 52 presxs per blink); Su~m 264:984 p~e~s (16 blaks of 61
pressesper blink with 8 prmxs left OV~); Subja 267:420 pr~s (16 blwka of
26 presses per blink with 4 prems ~ft over). For the present adysis, the

presses left over after division of the to~l by 16 were ornitt~; th~ Were the fid

responses of the final session and were exclusively to the positive stimulus. The

results are thus presented wifiout s~ial regard to either total number of presses

or time needed to ~quire the di~iminstion ( S) but rather with regard to the re-
lationships which exist between the various ~el-press ahernatives avaihble to
S during learning to aiterion levek.

Fig. 1 i~ustrates the entke cws of Kqtisition of the “6 vs “4’ diaisnhss-

tion for each of the 3 Ss. Note the simikiq tieen the fmtions of Subj~
262 and Subj~t 264 and& the difference between these 2 Ss and Subjwt 267.
It shodd be reiterated that Subj~ 267 needed approximately one-~ the tod

number of pres~s required by the others to - aiterio~ he= the number of

presses per blwk is accordingly about one-~ that of either of the other Ss.
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FIG. 2. Visual pattern di~rimination
aequisirion by Sub.wt 267. Data are
the same as in the L

267:52
rrom graph of Fig.

50
1. The ~oml number of panel presses

+0
has, in this graph, been compressed into
8 equal blinks of 52 presses each and
plotted backwards from criterion. Gm-
psre these funerions with the latter

o
halves of the functions of Subjeers 262

8° .
lb and 2~ in Fig. 1.

By collapsing the total number of presses emitted by Subje~ 267 into 8
bI~ks of 52 presses each and plotting them as the final 8 blinks leading to cri-
terion, one constructs Fig. 2, which bears striking resembhce to the fid halves
of the acquisition curves for the other 2 Ss. It is noteworthy that Subject 267
showed strong preference for i~uminated panels during his ieit~~ sessiofi. In
co~apsing Subject 267’s presses to 8 blwks, the number of presses per block has
been brought closely into alignment with those of the other 2 Ss. Further, by
displacing Subject 267’s scores to the final half of the total period of acquisition,
it is seen that the pattern discrimination per se is acquired in a simikr manner
and with a similar number of panel presses by W 3 Ss.

DIXUSSION

One striking facet of these data, seen clearly in the curves of Subjms 262

and 264, is the relatively prolonged period of equal (and low) preferenm for

the positive ad the negative illuminated stimuli. This is reminiscent of one of
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Blehert’s ( 1966) findings, viz., that in both the 2- and the 5-alternative situa-

tions, those cues not yet eliminated are chosen randomly. In this regard, note that

at the downward “break-point” on the curve for blank panel presses, preference

for both positive ad negative illuminated stimuli increases, although at differing

rates. It is not until presses on non-illuminated panels have become stabilimd

at near-zero levels, however, that the once-increased preference for the negative

illuminated stimulus begins its own decline.

Thus, it is demonstrated that in the acquisition of discriminations involving

more than one critical element, responses to those elements are not elitifited

simultaneously. It is reasonable to assume that the present method of data collec-

tion and analysis would prove powerful in assessing effects of brain lesions, phar-

macological agents, or severe environmental manipulations upon the process of

discrimination learning.
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